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the world s most valuable resource is no longer oil but data - regulating the internet giants the world s most valuable
resource is no longer oil but data the data economy demands a new approach to antitrust rules, world bank open data
data - world bank open data from the world bank data, linked data linked data connect distributed data - linked data is
about using the web to connect related data that wasn t previously linked or using the web to lower the barriers to linking
data currently linked using other methods, paleoclimatology data national centers for environmental - archives of
natural climate proxy data from trees sediments ice cores caves and other sources used to reconstruct past climate
changes, online materials information resource matweb - material property database with data sheets of thermoplastic
and thermoset polymers such as nylon polycarbonate polyethylene metal alloys aluminum steel titanium nickel cobalt and
zinc alloys ceramics lubricants, city data com stats about all us cities real estate - welcome to city data by collecting and
analyzing data from a variety of government and private sources we re able to create detailed informative profiles for every
city in the united states, national snow and ice data center - advancing knowledge of earth s frozen regions nsidc
manages and distributes scientific data creates tools for data access supports data users performs scientific research and
educates the public about the cryosphere, data centers google data centers - our council bluffs data center provides over
115 000 square feet of space we make the best out of every inch so you can use services like search and youtube in the
most efficient way possible, pennsylvania spatial data access - open gis data access for the commonwealth of
pennsylvania pennsylvania spatial data access pasda is the official public access geospatial information clearinghouse for
the commonwealth of pennsylvania, james serra s blog - from welcome to azure cosmos db and other documentation here
are some key points to understand you can distribute your data to any number of azure regions with the click of a button,
json api latest specification v1 0 - a server must respond to a get request to the specified url with a response that includes
the resource as the primary data resource identifier objects a resource identifier object is an object that identifies an
individual resource, ibm cloud private for data ibm analytics - explore the capabilities of ibm cloud private for data to
collect organize and analyze your data simplified for easy procurement management and scale to make better business
decisions supported by evidence based insights, uk data archive home - uk data archive home page the archive provides
the largest collection of digital data in the social sciences and humanities in the united kingdom, data cbhsq samhsa gov serious mental illness mental illness is a critical public health issue the complexity of navigating the u s healthcare system
can make accessing appropriate care difficult, tractordata com information on all makes and models of - tractordata is
the internet s largest tractor resource with data on 14 076 farm lawn and industrial tractors for over 18 years tractordata has
been providing tractor specifications to farmers homeowners and the machinery industry, epa facility level ghg emissions
data - the ghgrp generally requires facilities that emit above 25 000 metric tons co2e of ghgs to report their emissions
therefore this data set does not reflect total u s emissions or total emissions from individual states, introduction to
structured data search google developers - because the structured data labels each individual element of the recipe
users can search for your recipe by ingredient calorie count cook time and so on, who world health organization information on monitoring the performance quality and safety of immunization systems through indicators including
immunization coverage read more on monitoring and assessing immunization systems, university of virginia library - after
many of years of service the university of virginia library s historical census browser site is permanently closed our librarians
recommend that you use social explorer a site that has current and correct data along with additional data and that allows
mapping of search results, valued brocade customers and partners broadcom limited - brocade products are now part
of broadcom limited and it s still very easy to access the documentation you need just visit the following pages to download
support documentation for brocade and other fibre channel related products, privacy rights clearinghouse data breaches
- explore privacy rights clearinghouse s chronology of data breaches, key changes with the general data protection
regulation - key changes coming with the european general data protection regulation eu gdpr and how it will impact
businesses
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